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You Gotta Go to School for That?

Librarians, Mexico, and the Titanic

by Jerry Seay (College of Charleston) <seayt@edisto.edu>

Working in a library with all of its attendant glory, adventure, and daily gut wrenching, nail biting, seat of your pants excitement sometimes leaves one wishing for a more sedate, easy-going, routine lifestyle. You bloodied veterans of the library trenches understand all too well the daily adventure of navigating desperate patrons through tangled databases, Internet jungles, and obscurely cataloged ultra-fiche in texts in that undaunted quest for knowledge. Sometimes you just pine for a simpler life; or at least a different one. You have probably asked yourself, “What else could I be doing?” Well, you could be building the Titanic in Mexico. You could be my brother Johnny.

As the three regular readers of this column will recall, my brother (Motto: try everything at least once) is a metal fabricator/welder who used to build submarines for General Dynamics before the “peace dividend” ended a promising career in the military-industrial complex. He then went to College for a semester to make millions as a computer technician, then got hired by a different civilian contractor building big ships, then built a monorail for another company before building some more big ships. Then his wife abruptly took his car and his money and left him and his dog died.

Even a hardened librarian, weathered by sudden database updates and journal name changes, may have been troubled by such a tragic turn of personal fortune. Certainly the death of one’s dog can leave one devastated, to say nothing of the potential setback a runaway wife can cause. Brother Johnny, though admittedly concerned about the apparent negative vote set by these events, was nevertheless hopeful that at least things could not get any worse.

His eternal optimism was rewarded within two weeks when an old friend who worked for 20th Century Fox called him. It seems they were building the set for the upcoming movie “The Titanic” and needed experienced fabricator crew bosses. Employing his eternal axiom “what do I have to lose,” brother Johnny immediately accepted, told his current employer “hasta la vista,” and boarded a plane for Mexico. Johnny is now living in a trailer on the beach just south of Tijuana helping to construct a full-scale replica of the S. S. Titanic for a 20th Century Fox movie set.

Now, difficult as it is to imagine, there are those librarians who just might be a bit envious of such a job. Despite the fact that the work is 7 days a week, 12 hours a day, I myself have briefly wondered if I could give up my current life of adventure to live on a beach and work on a movie set. Then I realize with a hearty grin that, even though my brother will make more money in 6 months that I’ll see in two years, the joy I receive from the investigation and discovery of pure knowledge and the molding of young minds far outweighs any possible material gain.

My advice to battle weary librarians contemplating a life lesser than the noble calling of librarianship: It just don’t get any better than this. Sure there are jobs out there with more money and greater prestige. But, hey, not everyone can be a publisher! Besides, who needs money and prestige when one can be a navigator for an information overloaded, confused society? Are there any more powerful than we think not? I rest my case.

By the way, if anybody out there has a friend at 20th Century Fox, I have this nifty idea for a movie about unsinkable libraries, savage attractions, exploding book trucks, secret hair buns and such. Well, they might need a librarian you know!